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cur- Uiivb and means committee
the
for
As
security
the country.
P;. ..ta.i..,.u.
i i.Huiteirii
senate caucus will be
Ki kman's Alterative Is effective in llrotr
rency desired the Peoria bank turns house and the
Is.
cbi.
Throat am)
caucus.
Asthma,
llnv
Fever;
Every Linm Troubles, ami lu
over to the reserve bank promissory secret as waB the house
upbuilding the
Ihan not contain poisons, opiates
r.otes of its regular customers. These step of the procedure thus far taken system.
Ask for booklet
drugs.
in the or
notes contain two names, the maker with the tariff bill has been
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckman
the
thesfi
to
was
It
for moreevl.
through
dark.
Pa.,
Laboratory,
passed
I'hiladelphiii,
and endorser, and in addition
l''or sale by all leading drusirl
opportunity
names the bank becomes Its endorser. house without adequate
d by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
cur- tor consideration of any one of its
If the reserve bank has plenty of
and
rency it accepts these securities Peo-- i MOo items.
caucus gets
When the senate
sends the currency to the bank in
la, which makes use of the currency through with it and it finally comes
CAUGHT ON
If the reserve bank ii to the open Bonate for discussion,
in its business.
the
meet
to
DECKS
in
first
be
the
will
currency
there
not
opportunity
has
enough
demand it forwards an application to in legislative career for real considerthe Federal Bank of Control in Wash- ation and discussion of this
Cleveland, June 25. Three detecworth
It is tives chased over the decks of the
and important measure.
ington which has $50(1,000,000
of. reserve currency to dispense to the hoped that the senate debate will tipnmer Pastern
States when she
reserve banks. The latter add their elicit information as to the reasons for docked from Detroit and caught three
endorsement and credit to that of the i"any of the provisions of this meas- youths wanted by Detroit police, l ne
bank which has first applied and it is ure. The earnest efforts of the Pro- - are suspected of being the persons
also required that the reserve bank jgressives in the house while the bill who stole several thousand dollars
maintain a reserve in gold equal to a wan nn its iviKsnsrp there were so suc worth of diamonds from a Detroit jewiscessfully resisted by the Democratic
y.wa nf tho amount of currency
elry store.
tvib nnrrencv is sent to Wash leaders that no material information
The men led the detectives a spiritthe
rule ed chase and were about to jump into
The
v.as obtained.
ington and finds its way, through
reserve bank to the Peoria bank, and under which the house was operating i lie river from the promenade deck
thus the farmer, merchant, etc.
made this procedure possible. No such v.hen caught. They are held pending
senate and thelarrival of police from Detroit. Ivcal
i ule obtains in the
The control of these currency-issuinclaim to bave louna a mrgi
federal
in
the
and fair exami-'policfull
is
a
that
is
lodged
prospect
operations
- amount of
as
deall
in
jewelry in their possession,
its
measure
consists,
which
of
nation
the
control
board of
boat.
p'hey were stowaways on the
previously explained, of the secretary tails may be had.
Thus far, the Democrats have cham- tf the treasury, the secretary of agriin
TJj
the
e
culture, four persons chosen by
pioned the measure largely upon
Groslighfs jew- senate,
the
confirmed
and
by
president
theory that, because it unquestionamy
bu8iest
j.
gtore jn one Qf
nd the comptroller of the currency r.rovides substantial reductions ii!
and only a stone's throw from
sections
ex,
member
e
many rates of duty, there must there-acting as the seventh
g headqlmrters. Three men jump-forefficio.
inevitably follow a corresponding pd lnQ the window ln the confusion
The biggest concession to banking reduction in price to the consumers of ,.nd made away with a8 many dja.
as they
irtpreuts is the rjrovision which makes articles on which the duty is cut.
d rinEB and watches
the appointment of four members of There is a genuine belief throughout could get in a hasty grab.
the board subject to confirmation Dy the country that reduction in price to
The men deny they know anytnmg
the United States senate. In the past consumers must follow reduction in of the Groslight robbery.
this requirement of senatorial con liiteg of duty. No evidence however
firmation has often resulted in lodging has been adduced to support thi3
On the contrary, BAD BOV BRINGS
the Dower of appointments in the sen natural assumption.
lu
the
few reductions
of
in
the
tho
than
BIBLE
president,
experience
ate rather
h
tariff
either place, however, it is subject of rates in the
more or less to control of public has indicated that the assumption is
Marshall, Mich, June 25. When
not necessarily true. There are inopinion and is removed from the
Brace, the Battle Creek boy
Walter
bankon
and
on
hides
that
stances
concentrated
of
that
the
like
sway
to be chained to his bed to
had
who
of
reduction
where
materials
fertilizer
ing interests.
him
behave, was brought before
make
an
increase
who duty has been followed by
Congressman C. A. Lindbergh
Porter in the juvenile court,
Justice
ln
t
has specialized on the money trust of price.
he introduced a
It is greatly" 'to Tie desired that the th case bv Droducing a family Bible
and who was elected by the Progressive party caucus for membership on examination of the pending bill in the and proving that he would not be 10
some-tod- y
.
the blinking and currency committee senate shall produce reliable informa years old until December
in tlm house of representatives is tion on such mutters. It is assumed, ot
had told him he could not be
....
....
la ,ivn
Kill nf
. ' mainVtora
............. nf rhn fipn- - tried until he was 10. The case acma. Iha
"
1.uuidc, .hot
Uiam U. nM.anv
wjhcuvj m.
who are cordingly was adjourned till December
He disapproves of the administration jate and house committees
bill. He says:
providing tor mese reauctioiia oi rnim 8. Young Brace is alleged to have
"The administration bill provides known something at least of the effect snlrl his father's watch for 15 cents,
by the proposed and to have stolen a horse and buggy.
lor a system of asset currency instead to be produced
and it increases changes and it is hoped that their He recently told the court there wasn t
of
rnthoi. tbnn rlimlnisbpK the PVlls which knowledge on these important mat- a jail made that could hold him.
jhave arisen in connection with bank ters will become public during the
In the senate.
ing control of our circulating medium. course of the debate
CIGARETTE HABIT
The greatest evil of our present sysWhat the people of the country want
DEATH
tem is the fact that we are compelled is a material reduction in the prices
to pay interest to the banks on cur- of the great range of necessaries of
rency issued, while the currency is- life. The belief that the reduction in
PatKrsnn.
jY June 2",. Her habit
sued by the government alone is free these prices must necessarily follow of smoking cigarettes after retiring
the reduction in the rates of duty on caused the death of eighteen-year-oiof any interest charge."
such articles is both natural and wide- atherine .Breen here. Miss Breen
The only hope for currency legisla- spread. The Democrats appealed di- rolled a cigarette on retiring, shortly
tion at the present session or for rectly to that belief in their campaign before midnlghtt, and awakened an
romises, both in their platform and in hnnr or so later with the bed in flames
that matter at any session is in nonoff her.
tlie
the
administra
for
speeches of their oratorB, to re- and her night clothes burned
partisan support
s
to
St.
was
transferred
the
Josepn
She
of
in
cost
duce
the
reducing
no
by
living
tion measure.- There is
subject
died
she
where
in
tonight.
bill
their
more
framed
Hospital,
tariff. They have
the world on which there is
told an ambulhonest differences of opinion than on secret and without regard to any "It was awful," she
she regained
how money ought to be issued, what recognized principle of tariff making. ance surgeon when
temporarily.
the function of money is, what should They have handled it in secret. The
"I awakened wondering what made
be the basis for credit and the rela- tublic judgment of it will be formed
so hot and I found the bed in flames
tion which ought to be maintained be- upon the test of its actual operation. it
and
my night clothes burned off me.
tween the government and the banks. If it iiroduces a prompt and substan
first
thought was a dash Into the
In th house of reuresentatives there tial reduction in the cost of living, it My
heard me
bathroom, but neighbors
ana
on
4Ma
U
to
receive
entnusiastic
certain
are exactly
separate opinions
I only smoked one cigarette
scream.
to
fails
it
if
but.
aonroval.
are
widesDread
these subjects. Some of them
after T went to bed and I must have
based on Ignorance, some on prejudice produce such a reduction, the Demo fallen
asleep with it in my mouth."
will be
and some on partial enlightenment. cratic campaign
promises
Many are effected by self interest and proved to be sham and to have been
a few are influenced by a slight knowl based upon ignorance, and condemnaedge of economics. In the senate there tion will be swift and inevitable.
are 9C separate and different opinions.
President Wilson is inclined to mako
WATER SAVES
his first appeal to his party, but admits
to
travel
that eventually he may have
THE BABY'S LIFE
over the party line and ask support
for currency legislation regardless of
Paraphrasing the words . of
Olivet, Mich., June 25. A tub of
party. There is no formulated party soft water is the only reason why
Horace Greeley, "The way to
program on this subject as there was Leah,
succeed is to advertise." There
daughter of Mrs.
on the subject of the tariff. The decla- Barbara Mead and niece of Mayor E.
is scarcely a notable commerrations in the party platforms are gen- V. Tjiriir. of Olivet is alive and kicking
cial success that has not been
eral and ambiguous.
built upon the solid foundation
instead of being in a two by four
of advertising, and, likewise,
coffin.
f
honWork for the New Mexican. It is Leah fell from the second story
practically all good, clean,
advertises
that
residence
business
est
Fe
and
of
window
for
Santa
for
Mayor Lang's
you,
Forking
legitimately is successful.
the new state.
yesterday into ten gallons of water.
She had barely landed before she was
Whenever you see a manufacState ot Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas rescued by Harry Long, son of the
with the returer
Olivet mayor and star twirler on the
county, ss.
tailers of this city or a group of
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be college baseball team.
cities or of all the cities in the
An hour later Miss Mead was
is senior partne. of the firm of F. J.
United States in an advertising
in the dusty street in front of her
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
campaign on behalf of his
uncon
uncle's
blissfully
residence,
Oounty and State
City of Toledr
you may safely make
had
mind to three things-Fi- rst,
aforesaid, ano mat said firm will pay scious of theBhe excitementoutshe
your
up
of
her
hurdled
tlie sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- caused when
the merchandise has
to the ground.
LARS for each and every case ot Ca- jcrlb and
merit.
tarrh that cannot he cured by the use
VALUABLE PEARLS IN
Second, both the manufacturot HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
INDIANA GRAVEL BED.
and the merchant are proer
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Petershnre. Tnd.. .Tune 25. Some ot
people
dependable
gressive,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
the richest pearls ever discovered in
with whom to do business.
in my presence, this 6th day of Defounnd
were
this part of the country
"
cember, A. D. 188C.
Third, they are successful and
in graved being placed on roads now
A. W. GLEASON.
merit your confidence and pat(Seal.)
in Jefferson, Pike
construction
under
Notary Public.
ronage.
county. The discovery was made by
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern- men working on pump boats at High
Manufacturers are beginning
ally and acts directly npon the blood Banks on White River. George Willis,
understand that the only way
to
and mucous surfaces ot the system. wtilla lpvnllns- - ernvel on the road,
to create actual,
Send for testimonials, free.
a pearl estimated to
demand for a product It to
road, picked-uF J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
be worth $1,000, and the engineer oi
advertise it locally in daily
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
the boat found one worth $600. Many
newspapers.
Tak6 Hall's Family Pills for con-- smaller ones have been secured by
workmen.
u
Istipatteo.
Wilson-Underwoo- d

bond-secure-

GROCERY CO.

INTER

PHOITll 40.

Whil we iill know Unit plenty of fresh
sir and o"d fool are neeiwwury to pei'Hons
nulT'riii Iroiil lulijc trniililu, something
more U neeilcd to liriiiB nliuut full heiilth.
Kekiuan'K Altemtlve is u niediuiiie for
throal ii nil luuii IroulileH, ami so many
reports have ht'eu reeelveu showing that
it brought about Rood results iu a number
of eases which were deelared hopeless,
that all BUflerers who are not. benefiting
uliuuld, at least Investigate
otherwise,
what it has done for others. It may be
the means of restoring you to health. Ine
vestigate this eahe:
Aladlson Lake. Minn.
"Gentlemen:
Iu Jleeember, 1!K, and
March, 1!)(p!, I was taken with hemor
rhageg of the lungs, which eonrtned me
several weeks eneh time to my bed. Those
left me very weak and 1 coughed at nights
and could not sleep. My appetite also
fulled me. M,v doctor advised me to go
Vent. So, in September, Him). 1 planned
to jn, hut I hud font more hemorrhages,
which put me In bed for three weeks.
"Iu November I started for lienver, Col.
After iny arrival, 1 met Michael Hrody.
who. upon learning of my condition, urged
In
in'' to take Hckmnn's Alterative.
nl "lit two months. I began to feel better.
kept on tuklug the medicine and improved fast. In March. IIMO. I returned
h me. I think I am entirely well, have n
pi"i! appetite and sleep well. When 1 left
In 'liver my weight was i:iO pounds. I
I
in."' weigh 103, my normal weight.
tliniik Uod mid your Alterative for my
li. vhl.
f i ,.lm hein any oth r person
'
l
I
frnm Tnlt..i...iil.wiu
sn'
.rl.wllp
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Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

Domestic Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Pbone One Double

O

J.

That

Wlrtf JUST ASK OUT

Customers whether,
or not we" c thcan
A

CD AM CANT A EE To El Paao' Bisbee, Douglass and
a,
rKUlU jAll I A lC all points In New Mexico,
MEXICO
NEW
via
Pacific
Coast,
to
the
and
Mexico
Arl-kon-

CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

. East
SMS or

The

Best
Route

'

West

For Rate and Full Information' Address

EUGENE FOX,

texas.

INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO MILITARY
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

YOU'LL GET IT
THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "V 00 KNOW IT."
. .
TOO.
IT.
IF YOU BUY
KNOW
awn
VOII'LL
IT
ienul
' ' WE DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED
r nuivi us n c imiw"
BY
csnu its
WE CAN
CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR POOR GOODS, BUT KNOW
mu nunco
A
SUCCEED BY SELLING THE BEST
IF YOU DOUBT IT,.
CA N PROVE IT.
vDnnv rAN SAY THIS-- WE
KNOW
YOU
IF
IN
ME
IT, COME IN.
CO
BELIEVE
IT,
INYOU
-IF
COME

Looated In the beautiful Feooe
Valley. S.700 feet above sea level,
unshlne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-tee- s
officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

accents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
Far particulars and Illustrated oata-eguaddress,

1J

rin

ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
NEW

MEXICO

SUNDAY

SCHOOL

ASSOCIATION

AND

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION
J

SANTA FE, N. M.,

4th to 6th, respectively
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from
Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
JULY

sta-tio-

ns

directly intermediate stations.

SELLING DATES:
Froffl Fanniagton and Aztec, N. M June 28th.
29th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June
From All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
P. A.,
-vrm a Li L!

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F.
r- -t

&

2J9

SAN

"KT.

ST.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most impoThe grandfather would
rtant part.
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

IN

father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

for

desired.

POWER
IS QUITE SO

the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
for
ready
um cleaner ready for thefray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

NOTHING as to touch

i

bond-currenc-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

a

1

The Way to
Succeed

high-dive-

d

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

oal

HDHfEsAL,L
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP

SAWE?i0D
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
CERRILLOS LUMP

Montezuma Avenue, near A,

J.F.RHOADS
Galisteo Street

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

073

NOVELTY WORKS.
104

T- -

Makes Fly Screens that fit.
Porch Screens giving comfort.
Step Ladders that last.
Fly Traps that catch.
Repairs your Furniture right.
Upholsters.

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
GETTYSBURG, PA.,

July 1st to 4th, 1913.
FROM SANTA FE.N M.

$67.35

In fact, does this and and many more
things in exchange for real money.

Dates of Sale, June 23rd to July 2nd.
Return Limit, July 17th, 191.

::

SANTA FE, N. 11.
Telephone 157 W.
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.

Take Santa Fe All The Way.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
MEXICO.

TERMS CA5H.

SANTA FE,

IIf

HEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Looal Agents lor

U

SlobeWerntcke
"Elaitic" eoakcase
and Desk ccmblsei

j
y
fV

A Dak Untt with few ot
nuny Book Units as desired.

m

Theodypsrlscteombinatioa
cteiksndbookcaisevcttaadc.
Roomy, convenient, attrac-Uve. We wurt tosnowyoa
Ms advantages and poeel-- "
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LEGHTll

"over-the-count-

FRANCISCO

PHONE

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

OUT THE

SOFT

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

COMPANY.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

Payne-Aldric-

t

COL. JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.

1

M.ni.uic

3TJ

CAUSES

E

IN TWE MARKET FbR.
THE FAIREST VKICU

e

Vi

DEAL-W-

SQUARE

Sell The BestThats

nrt

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

THE 501ARE
--

THREEYOUTHS

THE
STEAMER'S

DAWSON COAL

,LlL

PF.ntAD PETAL

"V

1

'

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1913.

SANTA

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print
ed at the New Mexican Printing com

MM
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JofMt
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I
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POSTMASTERS
MAY LOSE I0BS
According to an executive order
issued by President Wilson, practicalPostmasters will
ly all Fourth-clasbe compelled to take a Civil Service
examination to determine whether
they may continue to hold their offices. These examinations will be open to all other applicants who may

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

10M6

'

etEAse.

jBE 'lTATS

get A

jR

Por 5CHoot?J

MAT4 a

you're

VlHEi?
'

Jnp

.

!

.

I

De Vargas.
Theo. Espe, Santa Ke.
Mrs. M. V. I'ininon, Dallas, Tex.
M. A. Ortiz, City.
W. M. Tabor and wife, Glorieta.
E. J. Strawu, Alamosa, Colo.
A. O. Weill, Pueblo. Colo.
J. A. Renduo, Denver.
Hush Loudon, La Cueva, N. M.
M. A. Gonzales, Ablquiu.
Arthur Goodman. Denver.
J. T. Garrett, El Paso, Texas.
E. F. Peel, Denver.
E. E. Urookshank, Denver.
.1. H. Sayer, Denver.
L. M. Hamilton, New Mexico.
Miss Dorety, Chicago.
M. Otero and wife, Santa Fe.

v

NOT

COMB

THERE YLh
TAN YOUR

j

f

s

m' ml i,f7,T

want the postmastership.
Appointments

of

Fourth-Clas- s

Postmasters will hereafter be for life.
The man who gets the job this time
will have it as long as he lives.
Fourth-Clas- s
A
Postmastership
pays as high as $1000 a year, with
Money Order and Registry Fees extra, but it is worth several times that
amount to any merchant. The entire
population served by the Post Office
and its Rural Routes comes into his
store to transact business. Thousands of dollars of additional trade
can thus be secured.
If you have the Post Office, you
can't afford to lose it. If you don't
have the Post Office, NOW is your
chance to get it. The office will go
to the man passing the best examination, and he can hold it for the rest

''

n

O.

Box

Correspondence
Schools
1238-A- ,
Scrantoh, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how
I can qualify for the position of
Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster.
Name
St. and No

State.

City

Present Occupation..

Montezuma.

HE DID NOT KNOW
GUN WAS LOADED

ontest Closes at 6 P
'

;

Do not

Siringo and wife. City.
S. O. Borden, Denver.
C. E. Marques, New York.
W. W. Tipton, Los Alamos.
,7. D. Hand,
Los Alamos.
W. H. Brown and wife, City.
Miss Flo Moore, City.
Max Martin, Clason, Texas.
Mrs. Max Martin, Clason, Texas.
Ruth Martin, Clason, Texas.
Karl Martin, Block House Ranch.
Esther Martin, Mason, Texas.
A. C. Coleman, Albuquerque.
F. P. Kahnt, Denver.
La Salle.
J. M. Clark, City.
.1. X. Garcia, Albuquerque.
Hipolito Maestas, Albuquerque.
Tomas Guego, Albuquerque.
.1. Azaria, Albuquerque.
E. Jiron, Pojoaque.
Coronado.
P. B. Johnson, Corpus Christ!, Tex.
A. O. Espinosa. City.
John B. Louis, Las Vegas.

ed but

minutes, had branded
Friend a white Blaver, Judge
in the United States district
had imposed the maximum
15

George

'ThVf Fa mil trTPV,

for the offense, five years in prison,

together with a fine of $5,000.
"The sentence which I shall pass
upon you will advise you what I think
about you and your conduct in this
malter," said the court. "The sentence
in that you be confined in the Detroit
House of Correction for the full period
of five years and pay a fine of $5,000.
Friend Ib the forty-sixtoffender
of this kind to be sentenced in the
federal court since Judge Tuttle was
h

appointed,

CONTAINS NO OPIATES;

111

J.

1

COUGHSi'

The Time Is

Short-di- et

Friends of
Y, Contestants

Kh?.uld be

Busy

marks whatever on
clreful not t0 make
as they run not only a chance of havine them
thrown out, but in many cases will seriously embarrass the contestant
they are try ing to helo
In case any evidence can be produced that will go to show
the
contestant will be de- dishonesty,
barred from further participation in the contest.

WITH

ONLY

matter

be a

ay

FOUR MORE DAYS

of HUSTLE EVERY

MINUTE OF THE DAY!

put forth every effort to win one of these pianos.

You can well afford to
Votes can be secured bv trading with

JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

I

I

HOMER, GA,, Mrs, J. N. Hill
the merits of Foley's Honey and
says: "I cheerfully testify to
Tar Compound, having used It
in my family
for years and

recommended it to my neighbors. I find it always cures our
ForChildren
coughs and colds and prevents
croup. I have five children and
and
it Is all they ever take for colds.
We would
not
own Persons
be without
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in the house and can not
say too much for It."
CAPITAL PHARMACY.

SLIM MEN ARE NO
GOOD. THE VERDICT

should
understand each other and
be fortified with a knowledge
of
the classics, politics, etc., so that
they may hold intelligent discus"Beware of slim sions on topics of the day."
e

JAPANESE

STATESMAN
CALLS ON W. J. BRYAN.
Washington, D. C, June 25. Kuiju- ro Okazaki, the Japanese parliament

arian, at present studying sentiment
particularly in the eastern and middle
states, regarding the California
land law, was presented to Secretary Bryan today by Ambassador
Chinda. Secretary Bryan said the
call was purely social and that It was
not his purpose to discuss the international situation with his visitor.
anti-alie-

THE GREATEST LIVING CRIMINAL IN THE WORLD

IT!
NOW HE'S A POOR OLD MAN SPENDING THE END OF
HIS LIFE IN SOME UNKNOWN CORNER OF BOSTON REPENTING
FOR

plunder

quickly

filled

satchel!
The receiving teller's safe was drilled and yielded rich treasure!
Remained only the paying teller's
safe, with a million or more in It but
the thieves were too tired for more
drilling and It was too close quarters
to use their hydraulic Jack.
"Let's take a rest and come back
tonight," suggested Shinburn. "We'll
have to blow this safe."
Down through the hole to the basement and arranging the rug of the
bank president's private office neatly
over the orifice as they descended,
they took $1,5(10,000 in their satchel.
h the broad daylight of Sunday morning, they walked out of the insurance
office drove uptown, bathed and dined,
tr Id a friendly detective what they had
done and rode to the old Aatnr h
1,ere tnev BlePt until 2 a. m.
At 3 o'clock Monday morning they
again crawled through the floor of the
bi.nk. Quickly the explosives were
placed and the fuse made ready. Then
Shinburn showed an agreed signal in
the window, on which their outside
man ran to the nearest fire box and
turned in an alarm.
The noise of a heavy engine passing
the bank a few minutes later drowned
the sound of the explosion, and the
paying teller's safe last stronghold
of the bank's treasure lay open to
the master criminals!
They took the last or the loot away
ii! the teller's own
trunk, a bare hour

(By Frank Parker Stockbridge.)
"Who is the greatest living criminal?"
1 fired the
question at the greatest
living detective.
"Max Shinburn,"' came llie
answer.
"He lias stolen more, invented more
ways of stealing and made more trouble for the police of two countries
than anyone else in the last CO years.
Shinburn and his partner, George
While, were the master criminals of FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE
40 years ago. No one since their day
has brought as much intellect and posted a lookout in January, 18GS, to
g
as learn the habits of the policemen and
ability to bear on
'.he bank watchman.
It soon became
they did."
"And their greatest crime was ," e'ear they could not enter from the
f began.
and get away safely they must
"The theft of $2,555,000 from the get through a floor or a ceiling.
In March an insurance
Ocean National bank of Tew York
broker
the biggest haul ever made by bank named Kohler rented an office in the
he was Shinburn's brother-in-law- .
How they did it was a basement
burglars.
mystery for years, tjut "White confessed a few years ago here is his writ"At this time," says White in his
ten confession."
confession, "we notified the bank-rinThis, then Is the story of the great- n the police department of our enter
est bank robbery in history right prise and arranged for the necessary
fiom George White's confession:
rrofection. Still there were some hou--e- t
John Taylor, a clerk In the Ocean
policemen even in those days, and
and White a reasonable measure of Becrecy had
Lank, met Shinburn
through acquaintances made in a to be observed."
gambling house. They helped him to! On the night of May 22, Shinburn
funds by paying him a commission to and AVhite began to cut through tho before the bank officers began to arfor them. ceiling of the insurance ofBce. They rive Monday morning!
dispose of Btolen bonds
Then, in the fall of 1SG7, they propos- got the plaster off and found 14
i lie mce vaiue or me plunder was
ed that he help them to open the innches of rubble stone set in cement! $J,550,000
the greatest bank robbery
benk's vault.
A week's delay for the job must be ever accomplished.
Some of It $850,-00"You can't do it it's burglarproof," done on Saturday and Sunday!
proved to be unsalable bonds of
objected Taylor.
Painters working in the bank de western railroads but some was gov"No vault is proof against us." re- '.ayed operations for four weeks, but ernment bonds worth 11C!
at 11 o'clock on the night of June 27, Neither Shinburn nor White was
plied White, and Taylor yielded.
And here's how they began:
1SC8, Shinburn and White began three ever arrested for
this crime their
From the manufacturer of the vault bcurs of hard work that landed them friends in the police department saw
they bought a combination lock of thf; in the bank at 2 o'clock Sunday morn- to that and placed the blame on. a
same size and style as "that of the ing.
mythical gang of western burglars.
A rumor that the Plnkertons were
tank safe!
They opened the vault with the com'Night after night. In White's room, b:nation, the Inner doors with keys or the case sent the thieves to cover
he and Taylor practiced until the from their hiding place, which Taylor temporarily with the loot burled in
clerk, twenty feet away, could identify. nad also discovered.
fruit jars in the Peekskill hills but
that rumor proved false, so they dug it
up and divided it.
Kohler, the insurance agent, got
$50,000; Taylor,
the crooked bank
clerk, $275,000; the members of the
police bank ring, $132,300 leaving
to split equally between Shinburn and White, the master criminals,
who drove their own fast horses on
Fifth avenue and lived like
Hair-trigg-

g
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i

ForJAIl

crime-makin-

June 30

A

FoleyMoneyM

Tuttle,
court, HE CUT HIS WAY INTO THE VAULTS OF A NATIONAL BANK, BLEW
THE SAFE AND FROM THE COFFERS STOLE ALMOST THREE
penalty
MILLION DOLLARS AND HE WAS NEVER EVEN ARRESTED

cast a ballot that shows any signs of being tampered with, as it will not he
counted. If such a ballot is handed
plain and legible, ask the merchant who issues it for another one in its place.

it will

V

GOLDS

Frank Iavau, City.
C. A.

Pt444AA44AAAAAAAZzZAAAAAAA

of the contest,

Ke.

HislChoice

Boston, June 25.
men, for they're cranky ninety-nintimes out of every hundred," is the
warning given by Mrs. Blanche Mae
Chandler, of Revere, the professional
nurse who said that earning one's
own living was a far easier task than
being a wife. Mrs. Chandler Is being
sued for divorce.
"Never marry," she said, "until you
are certain that the man you intend
choosing has perfect poise, both menStout women
Work for the New Mexican. It Is tally and physically.
working for you, for Santa Fe and should never marry slim men.
the new state.
"Couples
engaging in marriage

Xeither of the old peole saw the
boy playing with the gun and as they
fell wounded, the boy ran screaming
to the house of a neighbor saying that
Cleveland, O., June 25. Benjamin his grandparents had been wounded
F. Hull, 65, a prosperous farmer of by the explosion of some cartridges
Dover Center, near here was in placed on the stove.
Later Sheriff Smith closely ques
stantly killed and his wife was probtioned young Reisinger, who finally
ably fatally wounded, by their
grandson, Leroy F. Reisinger, of confessed the story of the shooting.
The killing is held by the authorities
Elyria.
to have been accidental.
The boy was playing with a shot
gun, which he did not know was loaded, and pulle dth etrigger. The great- WHITE SLAVER
er part of the charge struck his
GIVEN THE LIMIT
grandfather in the head, killing him
almost instantly. Part of the shot took
effect in Mrs. Hull's right side and
Detroit, Mich., June 23. Within five
, face, destroying the sight of one eye. minutes after a
jury, which deliberat

International

Padilla, Santa

X H. Sellers, Albuquerque.
O. L. Owen, City.

of his life.

For over 10 years the International
Correspondence Schools have been
preparing men and women to successfully pass Civil Service Examina
tions. The I. C. S. Course for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmasters will give you just
the information you need to success
fully pass this examination.
Fill In and mail the attached couponit won't obligate you in the
least--an- d
the I. C. S. will explain how
they can qualify you to successfully
pass this examination for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster and secure your Post
Office for life. Mark the Coupon
NOW,
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CANDIDATES. PLEASE NOTE
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by
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Md payable before
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subscriptions or in advance.
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THE STANDING
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JUNE 30, TO THE MODERV

AT THE

GROCERY

close of banking hours

STORE, In order that the box

fi'

Pr0I"ptly at six 'cl0ck the ba"0t box wil1 be sealed' and the
will be announced in the issue of THE NEW MEXICAN

The result

judges.

VOTING SCHFDIII 9

Nellie Gann...
889,370
Mrs. W. G. Sargent 776,956
Lulu Krlck
744,071
Mr. E. L. Wheeler 563,206
Edith Marmon
540,588
Mrs. C. Parsons ...465,670
Mrs. Paul Doran ...444,574
Frances Leeson ...273,753
Ellsa Herrera ....205,930
May Closton . ....141,512
Belle Anaya
138,200
Ida Clouthler
....113,875

THAT

ON MONDAY,

OF

count made on
JULY FIRST

N MERCHANDISE

: Due Bills count
triple votes; Cash Pur- Chases c0unt doub,e votes; and thirty-da- y
accounts count single
!
those accounts due
JS?,Tho??lind VoteS t0 Each Do,,ar Paid'

fr

0ne Thousand Votes to each dollar paid for running

OF THE CANDIDATES ON MONDAY MORNING WAS AS
FOLLOWS:

Carmen Abreu
...111,157
Clara Gibson
...104,940
Mrs. V. Casados ...102,440
Nellie Nusbaum...
89,570
Tiburcita Gonzales 70,290
Mrs. Fred Alarid . . 66,930
Mary Quintans ... 66,515
Mrs. W. Parsons
54,689
Etta Moore
53,535
Mrs. C. Patterson . 53.138
Mamie Lamberson
49,50r
Luislta Sena
46,070

.......

Mrs. Thos. Doran.
Mrs. C. F. Kanen ..
Elena Sena
Petrita Delgado . .
Mrs. Fred Hogle . .
Rumaldo Gomez . .
Mrs. G. F. McNitt.
Laura Montoya . . .
Margaret Miller ..
Ruth Nix
Ramona Baca
Lucy Ortiz

....

37,685
35,230
35,190
29,447
25,785
20,945
20,865
19,140
16,585
16,080
15,685
10,689

Mrs. A. Porterfield
Polly Borrego
Ernestina Delgado
Dorothy Safford . . .
Mrs. J. Muralter .
Edna Lutz
Mrs. Gus Koch
Cecelia Palmer . ...
Mrs. J. V. Conway.
Louisa Deltzel
Mrs. E. N. Peden . .
Helen Knapp

....
....

10,280
10,280
7,603

Mrs. Dr. McCarthy.

.

1,595

.

M50

Lola Mlchaelson
7,300 Mrs. C. L. Bowlds.
7,270 Mrs. G. W. Arm Jo.
5,085 Ruth Mendenhall
..
3,945 Jean Law
2,940 Mrs. R. L. Cooper. .
2,670 Katherine Brown . .
2.275 Edith Hampel
2,000 Anna Dietzel
1,645 Mrs. F. C. Blake . .

1,210
1,195
1,193
1,120
1,115
1,110
1,085
1,095
1,040
1,040

Mrs. W. B.

Prince

.

....
I

......

anv number to which White turned
the knob!
Morning after morning this clerk,
Taylor, watched the cashier open the
lank vault.
At last lie learned the combination!
Then, one night, he let White in
ruietly and they found it worked the
door flew open!
No time to gather the loot then
but they knew they could get Into the
vcult whenever they wanted to.
In a room across the street they

.

ffW

Y

'

"-

-r

THEY CUT

HOLE

A

THE CEILING ONLY

THROUGH

TO DISCOVER

14 INCHES OF RUBBLE STONE SET
IN CEMENT!

'

The first loot, a package of $100,
000 in securities, they passed through
a window to a confederate as a basis
for negotiations In case of discovery
while at work.

"Shinburn is still alive, in Boston,"
my friend the dective told me. "He is
the last of the old race of gentleman
burglars, but all his stolen money is
gone and he is just a broken old man.
face to face with a guilty conscience."

n
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BASEBALL.

Resin-r-
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OLD SOLDIERS

TENNIS TOURNAMENT.
ARE GATHERING
Wimbledon, England, June 25. In
the third round of the English lawn
AT GETTYS BURG
tennis singles championships here toE.
San
Maurice
of
day,
McLaughlin
Gettysburg, Pa., June 25. By arNational League.
Francisco, a member of the United
rangements completed in the veterWon. Lost. Pet. States Davis team, beat T. M.
Club.
.C83
S7
a leading English player, by an's camp today ft will be possible
17
Philadelphia
TWO
NEW
CARS
for the old soldiers of the north and
.607
3
22
three
Bets,
New
York
BOSTON
straight
MYERS,
ONLY TEN STEPS FROM FIRST TO SECOND FOR
to find each other at Gettyssouth
C.
James
.545
25
hero
the
30
of
the
last
Parke,
ENTER FOR ROAD
lirooklyn
week with ease If the pernext
Davis
BeamA.
.533
32
E.
28
beat
burg
competitions,
Chicago
RACE JULY
32
.458 ish .another member of the British son is anywhere in the camp.
.27
Pittsburgh
RECROIT WHO LEADS LEAGDE BASE RUNNERS.
Under the direction of the officers
.429 Davis Cup team In 1911, by three sets
32
24
Loston
bureaus
to one,
in
charge, 14 information
.417
car
25.
25
first
35
The
Louis
St.
June
Albuquerque,
Stanley N. Dust, the Australian Da- will be established at various parts
.350
21
Fe auto- Cincinnati
in the Albuquerque-Sant- a
39
vis cup player, defeated H. M. Daw- of the camp. The location of every
mobile road race the Fourth of July.
son by thre sets to two.
command will be known here and a
will leave Albuquerque for the capi
American League.
scouts will conR. B. Powell, the captain of the small army
tal at 9 o'clock.. Returning, the first
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
tent where
car will be timed to leave Santa Fe Philadelphia
.741 Canadian Davis cup- team, beat R. A. duct the veterans to the
..43 15
be satisfied.
will
their
sets.
in
quest
so as to arrive at the finish line here Cleveland
(amble
three,
straight
.625
24
40
'
between 4:30 and 5 in the afternoon, Wellington
28
34
Mi B. T. Sell wengers, of' British Colum- 1Every'"day see's the old soldiers
conand tocelebration
Canadian
beat
R.
hi
the
J.
or after the Dundee-Dixofor
bia,
the
boxing
champion,
coining
.534
27
Piston
...31
day, among the arrivals, was Lieutest, thus permitting the fans attend Cl.'iKO
.523 McXair three sets to one. .,
31
34
tenant W. H. Wright, who walked the
ing the nght to. witness the finish of Dftroit
.304
40
26
HEADED
entire
distance from Winchester, Va.,
ALL
the big race. The boxing bout will be Si
TURNERS
43
.3(;S
25
ouis
'
TOWARD DENVER, since June 9.
started at 2 o'clock, giving Director New York
.2SS
42
17
walkbe
to
known
are
Mark Levy ample time to pull off his
25.
others
June
Many
Denver, Colo.,
Timing
show before the first car on the return
their arrival in Denver to attend the ing here for the celebration.
Western League,
Is
to
due
reach Albuquerque.
t
Bundes Turnfest, or Olymtrip
Won. Lost. Pet. thirty-firsClub.
This was decided on last night at a
.677 piad of the North American Gynastic CONGRESSMAN
42
20
r
.
Pei:
.,
meeting of the automobile enthusiasts
.571 union so as to be here at the formal
36
held at the office of Mayor D. K. B. at. Joseph
FIGHTS WITH
enter.550 opening of the program and
2S
Llncclu
.35
.
Sellers, at which final arrangements
hundreds
of
Turners
tainment
tonight,
.547
29
35
CONDUCTOR
for the big race, excepting the selec- Omaha
.540 reached the city today.
20
34
lies Moines
tion of the judges, .were made.
.413
37
26
City
Mayor Sellers announced that he
Washington, D. C, June 25. Rep.371 MR. SHIMER SPEAKS
39
23
had been advised by the American Tcpeka
resentative Martin Dies of Texas had
.333
22
44
Wichita
under the
Automobile association,
with a street car conductor
TO
TEACHERS alastrownight.
rules of which organization the race
The conductor came out
will be run, that it had appointed W.
of the fracas with a black eye, the
The opening exercises this morning car came out with a smashed window
H. Hahn of this city, Us official rep
resentative. Mr. Huhu is now at
at the institute were more interesting. and Mr. Dies came out unscathed, but
National
League.
but will return to the city the
Superintendent Conway gave furth- with temper ruffled. The railway
Chicago at Cincinnati.
last of the week.
er instructions in the work and after company officials said today they
at
St. Louis.
Pittsburg
Mayor Sellers last night appointed
reading a letter from the department were investigating and were inclined
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
a squad of motorcyclists to patrol the
of education complimented the teach- to stand up for the conductor.
Boston
New
at
York.
route the racers will take to and from
ers very highly upon their attention
It is said that Mr. Dies found it difAmerican League.
Santa Fe. These will include Conrad
to their studies during the session, ficult to open a window and punched
FX. Louis at Chicago.
Nick
Homer
Napoleon,
Mem,
Boyd,
the pane out of the sash with one
(two which was about to close.
Philadelphia at Washington
IN. O. Garcia, Emil Hesh, Louis Kepp-- j
Mr. Robinson spoke a moment or so swipe of his elbow. When the conSanies).
ler and Will Metzlnger.
t..i the teachers, and brought out the ductor remonstrated,
the congressNew York at Boston.
It was also decided that three pilot
Cleveland
at
Detroit.
important thought that the education man virtually repeated the movement
'cars would start from Santa Fe the
that was gotten later in life was not but on the conductor's eye with his
American Association.
morning of the race, leaving at 5, 0, Louisville at Columbus.
the same as the education acquired in fist.
land 7 o'clock, and going as far as La
earlier life.
Indianapolis at Toledo.
hill.
Bajada
Kansas City at. St. Paul.
Rev. Mr. Shinier was a caller at the NEW MEXICO CENTRAL C
All entrants from a distance of 200
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.
IS REPORTED SOLD.
institute this morning and in response
miles or more will have their entrance
to the unexpected invitation to talk
fee of $25 refunded, provided their
(Continued from page 'one).
cars finish within the time limit.
gave a short address full of cheerful,
Two new entries were announced
I,ract!eal thoughts. He said that in
education as in everything else the se- well, 'and they mean business. They
last night. One of these is a Velie
National League.
cret of success was in getting a right intend to build from Albuquerque to
car, entered by the factory and repre- At New York (first game)
sented by the Whalen garage at Las Boston
1 5 2 ptnrt. Education meant to lead forth, Salt Lake via San Juan county, and
Roswell and Torrance, giv
5 9 0 to lead out, and that was what the connect
Vegas, and a Cadillac car, entered by Mew York ...
rail route from the Gulf
a
direct
the Johnson boys, who operate a gaing
Demaree
was
to
to
and
lead
child
ieacher
the
do,
Whaling;
Rudolph
HAP MYERS.
to
the Pacific northwest.
of
Mexico
rage at Carrissozo.
In
out
of
the
was
and Meyers, Hartley.
little self world he
of inspection
John S. Beaven will leave today
A Cincinnati dopeslcr figured that
when entering school, Into the world We are making a trip
The average stride of a sprinter is
When Hap Myers, recruit first baseover the route,' having left Albuquer
with a party for a trip over the road
13
t
of
runner
even
takes
six
the
base
about
and
the
possibilities.
Philadelphia
feet,
average
"lathy"
Is
In full
man of the Boston Braves,
rig.
to be traversed as far as the Bernalillo lrooiiiyn
que Saturday with a
s 15
sprinter takes a comparatively short steps of seven feet in going from base
It is getting to be more and more Another party is on the Salt Lake
stride, stealing bases, he covers nine stride. Myers is a
county line, lor the purpose of picking Philadelphia
11 11
and is to base, while Myers takes but 10.
that power is gained by the man who end of the route now. Surveying and
feet, something unusual in running. said to have the longest legs in the
of a baseball iout and repairing the bad spots in the;
Rucker, Ragan aml phelps; Chalm- - not merely entertains but who can
Myers is something
construction work will start soon.'
road.
and
Dooin,
National
Brennan
Is
ers, Alexander,
league league.
leading the
Myers
curiosity and his work is watched with
present a logical line of reasoning and '"The visit of these men was quite
Killifer.
Myers stole 115 bases in the North- interest by the fans. If the time comes
base stealers, despite a batting averlead us out of ourselves, so that we unexpected, but most welcome. They
western league last year. No one ex- that the big fellow climbs into the .300 HE DID NOT KNOW
will not be in our former state but on went to Farmington from Aztec and
age of but .224, which means that he
American League.
him to duplicate this in the class as a batter, he is apt to become
pects
a
higher plane. So the teachers must then took the train yesterday for
men
as
as
often
first
not
does
reach
LARRY'S NAME EUEN
National, but that lone stride gets a veritable terror of the paths to pitchlead the child until he sees sermons
where they met a number of
like Bob Bescher, Hans Lobert, Doyle ji,jm over considerable ground in a ers and catchers. He uses a bat of
At Washington (first game)
in trees, books in the running brooks, boosters, and then left, for Chicago.
Washington-Philadelphipostgame
unusual length. Notice it.
or Merkle of the Giants.
hurry.
and the pages of history unfold in It Jooks as though the southern outPhiladelphia. June 25. More detals
second game 3 p. m.
this old earth of ours.
of the discovery of Larry Lajoie and poned;
let is in sight at last.
' 'A party composed . of W. Goff
Mrs. W. C. McDonald and Mrs. Conhis introduction into base ball were
Second Game
At Washington
brought out when he took a run down Philadelphia
14 20 0 rad were interested visitors at the in- Black and G. F. Bruington from here,
-Beck of
to Woonsocket with Charley Marsden,
2 5 2 stitute this morning and were much John Hubbard and Larkin
Washington
the
with the idea of introducing Farmington,
accompanied
the man who found, him driving a
pleased
Bender
and
Schang;
Lapp,
Bush,
to
Durango , yesterday
hack in a livery stable in 1894 at Johnson, Gallia and Ainsmith, .Wil- sewing into the rural schools thfOugJ-- j
"
of George Ray--the
mutes.
Woonsocket.
courtesy
Through
uie
uul
liams.
men the
and
other
mond
Durango
"
Marsen gave the full story of that
At Chicago
were shown every courtesy
visitors
1
discovery before he and Larry left.
7
1
St. Louis
OPEN FIGHTING
was
KNOW OF I TRAINED FOR BROWN BY CURRYING
and supplied with data which
"FARMING IS THE BEST METHOD OF TRAINING
"Why, do you know," said Marsden, Chicago
i 10 2
I WOULD TRAIN FOR ALL
MY
BY
BUT
FARMING
MY
wanted.' "
BUGGIES.
FIGHTS
PAINTING
name
even
AND
know
"I
didn't
HORSES
BETWEEN
Lajoie"s
Scott
Stone and Agnew;
Allison,
BE
A WROLfrS when I went down to Woonsocket to
DAY
BUD ANDERSON, WHO MAY SOME
MANAGER INSISTS ON GYM WORK."
and Schalk.
BALKAN ALLIES FRENCH PRESIDENT IS
CHAMPION.
sign him for my Fall River team. All
GUEST OF LORD MAYOR.
the data I had was the tip that he was
At Boston
a
could
who
Frenchman
hit
the
A
25.
big
June
June 25. President RayJ
Servia,
London,
4
5
Belgrade,
strong
New York
Bud Anderson Is the Sfedford, Ore.,
ball a mile.
the
2 8 4 force of Bulgarian troops attacked the mond Poincare of France, was
(Boston
into
front
the
who
jumped
lightweight
"Fred Woodcock, former pitcher of
lunch today of the lord mayServian position at Zletovo and
at
guest
and
Wood
and
Ford
Sweeney;
ranks of the lightweights in a night.
the St. Louis Browns, whose arm had
in Macedonia at 1 o'clock this or and corporation of the city of Longone bad and who was then pitching
Bud Anderson has an out of the ordon. The "square mile" composing
morning.
for the Carters Independent base ball
The attack, according to official
the city proper, was gala arrayed, and
dinary wallop. He has an out of the
Association.
American
team of Franklin, Mass., told Frank
was unprovoked. Fighting the council hall was headquarters..
for
a
build
lightweight
ordinary husky
Selee, then the Boston manager, and
waB still In progress at a late hour.
During the luncheon the hall was
At Minneapolis
and be is out of the ordinary in perhne that we ought to grab off a big
Later reports from the scene of crowded with members of the royal
3 9 0
Milwaukee
Frenchman down at Woonsocket who
ministers and naval
ar- family, cabinet
sonality. Bud is not a talker Prying
1 8 1 the fighting said that the Servian
could hit any old kind of delivery Minneapolis
had gone into action and a and military officers.
tillery
conversation out of him is painful!
Morgridge, fierce battle was in
Cutting and Hughes;
and knock the ball a mile.
progress in which
Now, Bud Anderson comes through
Olmsted and Owens.
"He
know
didn't
Frenchman's
the
Fe and reThe Albuquerque-Santboth sides had suffered considerable
with an out of the ordinary story. Hj
name, but I needed players, so I told
losses.
turn, road race will be worth coming
does not tell how he licked somebody,
nsas
Paul-KaAt St.
Selee I was going down to W'oonsocket
The Bulgarian attack on the Ser miles to see on July 4th.
ut about fighting at all. He tells about
3 8 1
to sign that Frenchman.
City
Selee said,
has created a dangerous state
vian's
liis ranch, for at heart Bud Anderson
6 9 0
You're a fool if you do.. Woodcock's St. Paul
of excitement. The newspapers pubBand concert, morning and after- is not a tighter but a farmer.
Yet he
and
Powell
arm is all gone, and he thinks this
Kritchell;
Covington,
lish
In large noon, July 4th at Santa Fe,
editions
special
declaring
is touted as of championship calibre
Frenchman is a wonder because he Karger and Miller.
type "war has begun." The streets
and may some day hold the title.)
can hit shoots that wouldn"t bother
and cafes are filled with excited
Work for the New Mexican. It is
Bud
Anderson.)
z
(By
a baby.'
At Columbus
crowds.
for you,- for Santa Fe and
working
on
the boxing game.
I'm not stuck
.6 9 2
"But I needed players, so I went to Louisville
new state.
the
I may as well be frank and tell you
9 12 3
Woonsocket and asked a big French- Columbus
man haulinng a truck in the depot if he
truthfully that I'm in it for the money,
Powell, Smith, Zabel and Severoid; POLICEMAN
l td not fighting for the joy of the
knew a Frenchman who was a ball Cole, Ferry and Smith.
KILLED AND
game, although I like to box. 'Nature
player. He didn't, so I inquired at a
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
SLAYER
store across the street, but I got no
gave me the strength and stamina to
women are now using
'
more satisfaction, but kept on inqUr- A BIG BOOST FOR
light and I am going to use that gift
to put me on a comfortable financial
ing till some one told me, 'You're look-CRAUATH Salt Lake City, Utah, June 25. Poing for Nap Lajooie. Ydu'U find him
basis. Then I'll quit the game.
liceman Thomas H. Griffiths was shot
down at the livery stable.'
I'm not going to talk to you about
and killed by a foreign laborer in the
Times.
From
"He
wasn't at the livery stable then,
Philadelphia!
wholesale district here today after he
fcoxing. I'm going to tell you about
.
the
think.
Just
him-if
Cravath,
but they sent for
"Gabby"
I asked him
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
had
my ranch.
placed the man under arrest The
a
is
who
making
he'd dike to play professional base Phillies' outfielder,
To be a successful farmer is my
at- as a
those
who
at
escaped,
slayer
firing
National
in
the
remedy for mucous membrane afball. He said he had been thinking bid for batting honors
ultimate dream. I'd rather do farm
to pursue him. Shortly be- fections, such as sore throat, nasal or
I would League this season was a member of tempted
some
about
and
asked
what
it,
work than fight.
fore noon the man was still at large pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceragive. I offered $75 a month, but he the Senators for a short time several with a crowd in
Ever since my first fight I have been
pursuit and a pitched tion, caused by female ills? Women who
I years ago. Cravath 's stay In Wash
fo r$100 and I agreed.
held
out
have been cured say "it is worth its
saving my money towards establishdidn't have a contract with me, but ington was an absolute failure. He battle imminent.
The fugitive managed to elude his weight in gold." Dissolve in water and
ing a good paying farm. The first $5
I drew one in lead pencil on the back was not played regularly, but he, was
d
I earned by boxing was in a
Shortly afterward a squad apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
of an old envelope I had in my pocket, used twelve times as a pinch hitter pursuers.
contest in Portland. I was happy as
and in eleven of those occasions he of policemen entered a barn where E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recomand he signed it.
cora lark when I got that five. I put it
"That envelope contract was later struck out, yet today Cravath is one they found George Tlnky changing his mended Paxtine in their private
respondence with women.
He was arrested as a
away, and that fiver with the money
destroyed when I got back home andj of the most dangerous hitters identi clothes.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it baa
I got in my following fights started
Larry fied with the game. It is strange how
signed hiin a regular form.
me on the road towards farmerville. 1
Two shots pierced Policeman Grif- - no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Drughas that other contract, but I would some players improve, though it must
infifths' breast and a third his head, kill' gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
purchased a ranch near my home in
give anything if that envelope had be admitted that it is only in rare
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Mass.
from
a
stances
Vancouver.
that
been preserved."
player changes
ing him instantly. The reason for the
Cravath
to
one.
a
in
the
will
weak
hitter
arrest has not yet been learned.
be
strong
My ranch
prettiest
When he Griffiths is survived by a widow and
is one of these exceptions.
Washington, when I get it improved
MORRIS
TO
STARTS
not
was with the Nationals he did
seven children.
the way I want it. It has a spring and
TRAIN FOR GEYER BOUT.
display ability to make a foul, and yet
a brook on it and some of the prettiest
Denver, Colo., June 25. Carl Morris today he is on a fair way to lead the CHILD LABOR GOODS
grove scenery in the northwest. It
of Sapiilpa, Oklahoma, arrived here old league in hitting and has been of
TO BE BARRED.
consists of about 17 acres, but I will
GRAND LOD GE
this morning to begin training for the greatest help to his team by rea(Continued from page one).
increase its size after a few more
his
bout with Jack Geyer, of son of his ability to make long, cleanBUD ANDERSON.
fights.
Denver, which is to be held July 4 up drives.
Farm work is one of the best meth
When I win the under the auspices of the state ath
as
all
is
much
and
such
the
work
for
possible.
great
I
of.
four
I
have
by the caucus will be taken up at a
ods of training know
'
championship, which I am sure I will, letic club.
ROCHESTER, N. Y
Following is a notice handed the later date.
horses and three cows'. When I want body. Hoeing, shoveling, raking, stump
in
The
state
athletic club, recently
wood and all those I intend to stay in the ring only a
editor. It is given verbatim
Senator Ransdell did not openly de- sporting
to. limber up I curry them. The move- pulling, chopping
corporated for the purpose of holding
ments from side to side, running the Etunts will put any fellow into fight- short while and then hike for my boxing exhibitions, has secured the tbat the full effect of it may be appre--; clare he would bolt the caucus but
trim.
n.nch for Jfood. After that you'll hear
ing
made it plain he would fight the bill RATE fROMW
animal's
down
and
comb
the
up
curry
stock yards pavilion, which has a dated:
I would rather train for a fight by nothing of Bud Anderson, fighter, but
"The Red Sox got the game of on the floor unless a change were
SANTA FE.
sides and over its back, are great for
Matchof
13,000.
seating
capacity
of Bud Anderson, farmer.
Hack s team, or uase Dan ana iney made in
Other senators
sugar.
s
the muscles of the man, not the just working on my farm, but my man- only
maker Pitts announced the
of Sale, July 1, 4 and 5
Dates
'
on
the Forth eaning thought it practically certain that
horse.
ager, Dick Donald, insists that I do
fight as the first of a series to be qulted the game
How Bud Trains.
Here'
Return Limit 30 days from
held in Denver between the "white and we beat fifty cents and they didn't neither Senators Ransdell nor ThornMilking is another good training some work in the training gym. Howwas
score
to
and
want
the
to
ton
would
it
in
horses
Curries
caucus
remain
the
condipay
a
if
most
limbdate of sale, within which time
of
develop
.to
biceps.
made
An
effort is. being,
my preparatory
ever,
ttunt. It improves the grip and
hopes."
'
"F. W. PARKER,
Milks cows to strengthen wrists.
binding resolution were presented.
match Jim Flynn, of Pueblo,
with
ers the wrists. Driving horses is also tioning consists of doing just the com
original starting: point must be
Senator Thomas spoke at length in reached.
Low rates from all
"Manager of the Red Sox Team."
Drives horses to Improve grip and the winner.
good for the grip. It strengthens the monest of farm duties. While train
favor of free sugar and free wool.
ing for the Brown and Mandot fights I develop forearm.
forearm.
other stations on the Santa Pe.
Senator Newlands, opposed to free
Athletic contests of all kinds at the
Santa Fe will be at the end of one
LLTZ, Agent,
Sawing wood strengthens the back rainted buggies, curried horses, dug Hoeing, shoveling, pitching hay deFe road big Fourth of July celebration at San- sugar at this time, argued for a more
end arms.
gardens and (fid all such work.
.
velops back and improves general
.
leg of the Albuquerque-Sant- a
New Mexico
Fe,
Santa
'
in
reduction
tariffs.
all
bills.
ta Fe, watch for small
gradual
race July 4th.
Pitching hay, plowing, picking fruit I am going to improve my farm as
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1913.,

SANTA

UNITED STATES BANK

BANKERS WILL
DISCUSS THE
CURRENCY B(:

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,300 00
Does a General Banking

President.

J.

Business

FOR
5 Room

5 Koom
6 Koom
6 Room
10 Room

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

B. LAMY,

t.

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Modern frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol,
Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

FOR SALERANCH

FOR

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price
4,800
Price
5,000

PROPERTY

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
BONDS-LO-

ANS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

119 San Francisco St.,
1
H
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

in

1 1

I I I

1 1

1

(Owing to the flreat interest man!
tested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

t
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At Less Than Cost
MRS. W. LINDHARDT

$1.50
$2.00
$4.00
$5.00

125 Palace Ave
United States Attorney Atwell at Dal- las, Texas, had been asked to resign,
Attorney General Mclieynolds today
declined to discuss the question and
must
said that any announcement
j
come from Mr. Atwell.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
9 W

lenver&Rio Grande R.R.

$34.50

INSURANCE

1

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

-

1913.

DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5, 6, 1913.

FRANK M. JONES,

Allowed In Both Directions

Within Final Limit.

:

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
BMNBRBBBBBBBSfSHU

(Continued
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Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Ball J)fu,
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IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify

(Fac-Simi- la

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe business Paper
because by; comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
really productive,

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
.

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
.
Santa F N. M.

.

lhhllZi

",y p1uTb"i
before

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1.13
$1.39
$2.69
$3.23

PHONE 180.

WITH HAY WARD

AND REST CONTENT.

adobe house on Galisteo
with city
and electric liyhts; no bath. Lot 55x1S8 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

M.

N.

IMT.'MLlSTAlOImRDnsiT:

He

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grachafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

de

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

PROPRIETOR.

'

GENERAL LIVERY

Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable Restocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONicS.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

PROMPT SERVICE.

3 1 0 San Francisco St.

Hay, Grain 5 Flour
,...,

We Can Save. You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and 5ell for Cash.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Monarch Canned Goods,
Richelieu Canned Ooods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor
nia Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S

Tea and Coffee.

;

H. S. KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices ar Bst
'"
For 9ar Quality.
'

I

'"John

V. C, June 24, 1913.
L. McNab. Ksq.,

"San Francisco, Calif.
"I greatly regret that you should
have acted so hastily and under so
complete misapprehension of the actual circumstances, but since you havd
chosen such a course, and have given
your resignation the form of an inexcusable intimation of injustice and
wrong doing on the part of your superior, I release you without hesita
tion and accept your resignation to 5
take effect at once.
"WOODROW WHSON."
(Signed)
Atwell May Resign.
D; C, June 25. When
Washington,
asked about persistent reports that

-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
tMiimiMiiiniiit

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

aHENRY

-

-

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

1

16 Galisteo

5t.

KRICff-e-

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for JWanitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

THE

Hern

mm

COMPANY

1

tmm

plliSflBBI

Mrs. Warner

.

SUMMER TOURIST

Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS. PIES. COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily

Wilson Accepts Resignation.

"Washington,

-:-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

son.

1 retire content in the
knowledge
mat i nave aone my uesi.
GC. MeXab paid tribute to the court in
fi. S. KAUNE
bis farewell lor its just treatment of
jail litigants, without regard to wealfii
Where Quality Governs the Price
jtr station or their position with the
government."
and Price the Quality
In reply, Judgn Van Fleet said in
part:
"Mr. McNab, I would be stating less
than the truth if I did not say that it
Its not a new idea, but one!
i.s with most sincere regret that I
well worth considering when!
of your resignation.
Without
learned
The!
you buy your Groceries.
referring to the circumstances of your
purity and wholesomenesa of j
departure I must say that the governall foods sold In our store!
ment is losing a painstaking and effIs your best kind of Health!
icient officer at this end of the departInsurance for you. inferior I
ment of justice."
goods are not sold by vs. Wei
Iater McXab issued a statement to
leave that to thosw who wlshl
the press branding the explanation
to take chances.
HIGH
sent to the president by the attorney
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
general as "lame and purile."
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
"One of two things is true," the
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
statement
"Either the atcontinues,
we
want our
upon which
withheld
from the
torney
general
p'easM
reputation to rest
president my repeated messages of
remember this.
warning that corruption and influence
were destroying the cases and postponement was fatal, or official Washington is neither sensilive nor respon
RECEIVED
JUST
sive to the charge of corruption In its
Another car load of public service."

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

difference.

.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

I.

Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
'

.

.

Is This a Bargain ?
water
Street,

Six-roo-

ai mmjxrurirnjuinjiruxnAruuvuxrrirLg

from page one).

Children's Class Begins Friday. June SO. 3 P. Mct,
JudRe Van Fleet
S(ateg Dl8trict
"
" " 8 "
.
Practice Clam
tlay- - announcing that his resignation
H.30P.M.
A8semblvlteKiiH'rlday.Junea,9to
accepted by President AVU-- j
Private Lessons. Fancy Dancine Tuiicht. Ihad

a

A

Skirls, Wide Embroidery Flouncing
Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery

INSURE

'

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31.
Stop-Ove- rs

.

.

.

PLATE GLASS

j

2,

. .
.

Skirts in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered
Skirts Trimmed In Lace and Insertion

FIRE, LIFE,

ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION

7-1-

.

'

'

,

j

July

.

.

lHM

-

Santa Fe to Salt Lake City, Utah,

SKIRTS

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

j
'

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Round Trip Excursion Fare,

.
.

j

;

Telephone

CO.

We are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all
White Underskirts for Ladies.

s

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

QASPER ST.

GOODS

in-o- f

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

104 DON

DRY

LADIES' WHITE

:

j

of

SELIGiN

ADOLF

,,

(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

Will Resign September 1.
Dallas, Texas, June 1T1. In reply to
r
tit a Ht'SS,
rlpnt In cnhoHnloH in nrmftii
reports published here that his
Ieft X'stcrday foil nation
Fl"!tz Mul,er
white house with
the Democratic!
had been requested by Attormembers of the senate currencv" com-- ; u,'m,"K on business tor tlie state ,laud ney General
United
Mclieynolds.
ioliicemittee.
States District Attorney V. II. Atwell
ol
P.
is
''red
Albuquerque,
Kahnt,
Henresenfative iio
lc;, !,,., crtna H.nti .w. lin f.oH nuk
who recently made a sneeeh nronos- - 111 lm cll-- on nls periodical business licly announced that he intended to re.
1.
Mr. Atwell
ing that the money trust inquiry bejtnp'
sign on September
MAIrsWells, of 2U Don fiaspar would not discuss the mutter further.
renewed, had a conference today with
the president, Mr. Henry would not avelu,e. wi" not be at home tomorrow,
discuss his views, but while house offi- - iThul'slliy. the 2Cth.
Max Nordhans, of Albuquerque, is THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
cials said he and the president had
reached an nndestniidliiir nn h our. in the city visiting friends and his
family, who are stopping at the resi- reney question.
senate.
deuce of the late A. Staah.
.
Xct in
: mnJs Thursday.
C. K. Aloises a former New York!
ANTI-FA- T
,niocratfc caucus continued worl
TRIAL
state resident, who has located in
'"rill mil.
Mlmiol mimK
II "
nf I
ON AT DENVER Sim
Indian appropriation hill agreed 13
Hand's irrigated farms is in the city
by conferees.
ion UUBeBg
'
House.
Denver, Colo., June 2.1. In the trial! Paul W'unschmann, the. pioneer
W. C. Cunningham and Marjorie H. surance man of New Mexico, who has
Not in session; meets Thursdav
Democratic caucus took up bud;:i t
Cunningham, charged with fraudulent been seriously ill for the past month,
use of the mails in the sale of an anti-ireported greatly improved and on plan.
fat remedy, Judge Robert K. Lewis, of the road to complete recovery.
the I nited States district court, ruled
Prof. George Martin, principal of
today that the efficiency of the treat- jthe Spanish American Normal School: FAMOUS ARTIST
ment was not an. issue in the case,
at El Uito, accompanied by his wife,
FOUND DEAD AT
nor the fact, that money was not rewho has been in Santa Fe for the
turned when demanded.
ALBUQUERQUE
week visiting with friends, left
"From the statement made at the pasi
for home yesterday making the re-opening of the trial." said the court. turn
Wal
Albuquerque, N. M., June
trip overland.
" it seems that 1his is a'
charge of
J. D. Hand, president of the Ten ter W. Ihiriidge. of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
fraud wherein one thing is advertised
Land company, with headquar- oio of the best known scenic arlists
and another sent.
Therefore, 1 be Lake
in America, was found dead in bed In
lieve evidence should be confined to ters at Onava,j! San .Miguel county Kir. ..r...
41... M..nr.,l.
1,.,.l T.n..
rne
in
is
city
those limits. The government
nad "'ngation project,
ilast evening. Mr. Ilurridge arrived In
on
before
state
the
business
pl
n
day
Riimmrm,.,!
nnmi,,.,. nf
jlia Albuquerque yesterday morning from
by
were believed to be prepared to tell gineer. He is accompanied
the Crand Canyon of the Colorado,
of vain efforts 1o reduce their weight secretary, W. V. Tipton.
where he had been painting pictures
via the Marjorie Hamilton route. The
Ernest Taschek is figuring on ifor two months. Death
Is attributed
court's ruling will limit their testi- spending July 4, 5 and 6 exploring theijQ npart f,,j ure caused by acute indiot
to
and
clirr
matters
to
canyons
mony
dwellings north
relating directly
lirestion
Hnrrirlire was Tf venrs nM
the alleged fraud.
F.uckman, and is willing to add twoiand was a member of nianv artists'
or three other men to the party. Any- cUlbs nm, K0CiHies,
one interested in making this trip caul
EIGHT KILLED
...
Bee Mr. Taschek at the federal build-!'- "
ing.
IN CANADIAN
K. T. Sheehan of
Pa.,
PACIFIC WRECK accompanied by his Pittsburgh,
two
wife and
daughters, who have been at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium for the past
Ottawa, Ont., June 25. Eight,
possibly more, are reported to month, left today, via New Mexico
Mr. Sliee-han'-s
have been killed this .afternoon on Central for Pittsburgh.
health has not improved much,
jthe Canadian Pacific railway western
express train three miles west of here. and while somewhat better the past
Four cars tumbled down an embank- week or so, lie decided to return to
ment into the Ottawa river and two Pittsburgh and settle some important
business matters which needed his The Best That Can be Bought
were wrecked on the track,
The train was heavily laden with attention.
AT ANY PRICE
By authority of the president of the
immigrants and left here shortly be-- !
Take no chances on either
fore 2 o'clock. The cause of the ac United States, Dr.'i Joseph Kossuth
Wanawhen a small amount will give
cident, it was said, was a spreading Dixon, representing' Rodman
rail. Eight dead were recovered an maker of Philadelphia, will visit ail you the protection that you
hour later from two colonist
cars the Indian reservations in the country
need, and when you do use inwhich were thrown into the.- river. during the present summer and com- - surance get the best, as it is
The victims were four men, three wo- ing fall. The Pullman car "Signet"
the cheapest, and
men and a baby. It was feared that has been secured for this trip, and
ALWAYS SEE
comes
doctor
with
the
others might be tinder the cars. The the party that
total death list was estimated at 15. will be here between June 30 and July
2, or at least that Is the schedule that
has been made for a visit to Santa
UTAH PRESENTS COLORS TO
Office United States Bank Building
BATTLESHIP NAMESAKE. Fe. The schedule reads: "From Al-(FIRST K1.00K)
New York, June 25. Mrs. George buquerque to Santa Fe June 30, from
D. Bergner, of Salt. Lake City, Utah, Santa Fe to Gallup July 2." H. S.
has
who
purchased the Insur
attended by forty well known men Lutz agent at this point has been no-- ! ance Business of the L. A.
and women of state presented this titled of their coming and it is to be
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
afternoon to Captain Win. S. Benson hoped that they may be given a cor-- !
good companies, good'prolection
commander of the battleship Utah, a dial reception.
etand of colors of the state.
MAY APPOINT SUCCESSOR TODAY.
(

!

INSURANCE

PASS FIVfc

-

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
10 Ranches in the
Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
our Room Modern Brick Cottages
RENT ( Five
Room Modern Brick Cottage
2

NtfW HEXSCAK

1. C
June 25. PresiWashington,
dent Wilson told inquirers today he
would not object to reinserting in the
currency bill the original provision to
refund ?71 2,000,(100 two per cent bonds
securing national bank notes into
three per cent bonds without the cir
culation privilege. The president said
if the mirrencv cnnimitir-.- thmmiit it
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
desirable he would agree without hesi-- J
the Postal Tele- - $
Telephone
tatioa.
A special committee of three from N graph company if you do not get
your paper and one will be de- the American Bankers' Association
livered to you at one?.
will confer late today with the presiS!
X
X V
S X X
dent, Secretary McAdoo and Chair- men Owen and Class, of the senate '
""B" Loudon of U ("lieva, N. M.
and limine nmrenev rnmrnittooo
Th
bankers are particularly disgusted is spending a few days in Santa Fe.
M Cowman and Jose Komero of
with the idea of abolishing the bonds!
securine currencv. Tonlirht the nresi-- ! Albuquerque are In the city on busi-

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAIGHLIN,

f

We save yon money on
FOR FltSIIVINt.
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Are you tired? Need a rest after a famous Pecos river, the Hudson of
strenuous year's work? Here's the New Mexico.
Among the visitors this week might
place for you.
Want to have a good time in God's be mentioned Mrs. A. M. Loomis, Mrs.
Waut to fish? .1. H. Happer, Mrs. W. B. Latta, Mrs.
great
Ride horseback? Like good sport in Roxie Loomis, W.iB. Latta and chau- ffeur, of El Paso, who are touring
the open?
Come to Valley Ranch, the 8witzer New Mexico in their Winton Six. They
in their
land of America, on the batiks of the are all most enthusiastic
--

"All of Today's Newo Todays

ft Booklet Free on Request

I

credit.
We cordially Invite you to open a checking account and we assure you every courtesy and accommodation
with the
compatible
principles of sound banking.
Four per cent Interest paid on Time Deposits.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
- $245,000.
Capital, Surplus and Profits,

3--

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,
AO

The knowledge that you have an account in this bank the oldest banking institution In New Mexico will give you a standing
among all with whom you deal that cannot be obtained otherwise.
Moreover, you can always give the bank as reference when you desire

praise of the Valley Ranch and Mr.
Latta greatly enjoyed flailing, returning to the ranch one day with a beautiful string of trout.
M. Dempsey, of Cape Oirardon, Mo.,
is here this week ,and says he is
from the "show me" state, but hasn't
been shown anything as beautiful as
Valley Ranch since he left home.
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I

wasn't.
There seems to be no limit
set to the folly of humanity and the
length to which people will go to make
;. few simoleons
or get a little noto-

PHONES:

riety.
Looking at it as just an ordinary
eater who likes good things and has
them when he can, it appears as if a
man wouldn't care whether he had
twenty-fiv- e
dollars or any other
amount after he had eaten fifteen hard
belled eggs and fifteen fried, let alone
the balance of the egg feed the Illinois
I would
think
clerk stowed away.
that all of the wager would have gone
to a doctor while a large assortment of
pains went to the stomach.
Sometimes it seems as if humanity
did not know anything at all. Of
course, it is expected that kids will
Co foolish tilings in the
eating line
mid go beyond the limit, but when
maturity is reached, it does seem as it
there ought to be some bounds to the

rnd Farmington to grant license for
the sale of liquors. Prosecutions of
bootleggers have been made because
they have sold liquor without license.
We need a local option law that will
make the sale of liquor an unlawful
net in itself.
As it is now it is very unlikely that
the courts would consider us as dry
territory, and thus give us the benefit
c: the Webb law.
The question should be submitted
promptly and settled for the, next four
years. Farmington Enterprise.

Everyday People.
think that really, down in our
hearts, we like the everyday people.
By that, I mean those who do not go
about all the time with a swelled
WISH THE FATHER.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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where it will be in 1915 no one on this earth knows.
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fact
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always
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to do 'em in earlier days.
resent the special interests, crying out
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makes me tired to hear a woman say
its with
that Wilson is disappointing the peoTHOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
It mav be that the morning paper in Albuquerque, during one of has
superior air, "I don't know how
ple who voted for him by insisting
acrobatic flops, has caught a remark from somewhere that somebody for to sew," or "1 can't cook.
and thought
that there be a general and substanI saw a little item from Washing
made, declaring that the Progressives are all going back,
it upon an ton the other day. It said:
tial reduction in tariff rates. These
of
record
it,
a
springing
made
and
was
it
so,
moment
that
the
papers seem to have overlooked the
'The Wilson girls recently astonish - fool
unsuspecting public as a statement of fact. from the past, and recalling the
business,
fnct that nearly all those who voted
ed the clerks in a Washington departThat is quite apt to be the case, judging
STAGE LINE
I remember once when I was a kid for Roosevelt, and even some who supment store by telling them they would
antics of the Albuquerque morning paper.
and
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tariff
were
of
boy
favor
in
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country make their own alterations on their
ported Taft
Those newspapers of standing and influence throughout
From
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That wasn't stinginess.
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CHARLEY GANM.Prop'rg Meets Both North
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ou.
type, and yet these papers are
No attempted harmony meeting, called for the purpose
I don't know what trying to make some feeble minded
Bounds Trains.
up their noseB are snobs. I know that the festive board.
tion or amalgamation has been a success.
1 Leavea Barranca on the arrival el
frost. The men have a good deal more respect for they thoueht of us, but looking back at people believe that Wilson is making 1
European Plan.
Cummins' harmony meeting at Chicago was a very chilly s
old
line
of
the
andpatters. and regard for a woman who can sew :t 1 know they ought to 'lave thought a great mistake. The fact Is that
few
a
Meals At All Hours.
the north bound train and arrive! at
Kansas gathering called together only
New Engcook than for the one who can't, that we were a pair of little immature there is a large number of us who be- j
Rooms in Connec- - 1 Taoa at 7 p. m.
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that when I read the much one could put into the stomach, pleaders for privilege, Wilson is gainare more determined than ever. hut I must admitWilson
241 San Francisco Street.
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no reason why they should,
There ought to be a law against peoout
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There is no reason to believe they will, and
have
The things that
in 1915."
making such infernal fools of ARISTOCRATIC
go back and "be in the Republican ranks
about the characteristics of the presi- ple
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dent's daughters sound all to
CHRISTIAN
TOWN OWNED BY
I think their style pleases the Am
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erican people. They seem so genuine AMONG
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itlll in voeue. and that the influences that controlled then are still in the and are splendid representative American girls. They are an honor to
25.
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Beaver Falls, Pa.,
Draft.
CONVENTION
so. The action of District the white house. I have an idea that
In this day of progress there i are declared to have taken entire
It s up to President Wilson to prove this is not
have caused if the question were asked of the peotherefor
reasons
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But whosession of the aristocratic little town
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puffy
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whether they
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for the round trip.
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City Property, Farms
big.
across
"Glory, hallelujah, pride and personal convenience. It is
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The matter is one of vital importance
about the Wilson girls. They
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conditions and caused the overthrow of the RePhl.ca seem
Where Is The Authority.
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gave rise "present
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grown defiant of the peoples rights.
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immediate prosecution of of the president, for four years
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influence is about
small
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religious beliefs. If they do this, we nearly all the shubbery and
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tor, however, strongly indicates that if that
I notice that
young
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have
and plants in the
it has not invaded the white house.
Detroit are planning a western trip on- would like to see their Scriptural
Telephone 194 WM Room 24
' uet;n K1,leu wunin ine lasi tew uays.
This move will add greatly to Wilson's strength with the people.
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so
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south of the park and make the exit
A STRONG MESSAGE.
on Monday had a human at the north end, the evident desire oners for the penitentiary at Santa Pe.
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Wilson's
message
President
to be to keep in the northern They left the Rock Island at Torrance
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a message of a president to congress
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system was will be cooler.
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was in no way
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from
occurred,
was no afternoon rain. The day, howthis latitude during this
urging immediate action, as this following paragraph
EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,
is sweltering in heat seems to be pre- not say who sat on the rear steps with ever, was clear, cool and
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a
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valent in the east. Because we are
The thermometer reached 77 degrees
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Canada had a vision of New York flanked by the trade coming from
This particular phase of the south of our prosperity, our good feeling day; coaler tonight.
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from a tourist stand- over our prospects.
New Mexico: Generally cloudy T. 21 N., R. 1
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Burope to the heart of America through their Canadian waterway.
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He names the following witnesses
herself in command of the world commerce of our continent. She dreamed point is 'the one to be worked to the rapidly getting out of the arid region with local thunderstorms in north
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great brute shambled up a tree and
there hung suspended by one paw.
Quickly we fired from our trusty re
peating arms and six leaden mesBen
gers of death sped to her vitals. Quick
ly the beast loosened her hold and
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dropped to the ground. Quickly we
shed our coats and wound them
around our left arm for a shield. Our
right fists closed over the handles of
our heavy knives, which were as sharp
as a razor, jerking it from its sheath.
The angry beast roared in defiance,
and half crazed by its terrible wounds,
reared to its full height to meet us
where we stood to do battle.
For a
minute or two we glared at each other,
eye to eye, the beast trying to terrify
ub with fierce growls and
bristling
It
hair, but we stood our ground.
might have been a minute, it might
have been ten, then the bear seemed
to catch our scent, or remembers its
old fear of man, and dropped down on
all fours, made a slow and dignified
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